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ABSTRACT
This guide, one of a series designed to aid the

social studies teacher, discusses the importance of a class study,
offers suggestions for collecting information, a convenient form for
recording the data, and suggestions for its analysis and use. The
class study plan is presented in two parts: a study and composite
picture of individuals of the class, and a study of the class as a
group. The information provides analysis of the class as individuals
for diagnostic purposes, as well as an understanding of the dynamics
of the group's interaction. The composite picture includes general
data on each individual, his academic competence, personal
perceptions, and extra-school factors. The class as a group is
examined for its structure, satisfaction of needs, group perceptions
and behavior, and general class at.osphere. Utilization of the class
study includes spotting future problems, meeting existing problems,
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"Know Your Class"

St

To provide the best conditions for learning, the teacher
needs 10 ha% certain pertinent information about hi,
pupil . It is necessary for him to be aware of their needs,
capacities. understandings, and basic-learning skills. He
should know their perceptions of the world about them,
(especially altitudes. beliefs and interests) and extra-
school factors affecting them. Further, he should grasp
the dynamic individual and group interrelationships exist-
ing and evolving within the class.

riese principles, especially those pertaining to know-
ing the individual. have become almost axiomatic for
the teacher: however, the practical teaching situation

()'- presents him with genuine difficulties. lie realizes that
knowing his pupils and classes involves more than use of
cumulative records and a building of general day-to-day

44.(,) impressions. He sees that a systematic study is required:
yet he has to consider his full teaching load and addi-

tional school and professional duties. His classes are
large, and a class study may seem desirable but impossible
in terms of time and energy.

The task is not impossible. By following an organized
appmich and utilizing available information. the teacher
can know his classes well enough to provide the fullest
opportunities for learning -and still perform his other
duties.

The class study. properly used. is the instrument
which provides the teacher with the help he needs in
achieving this goal. It offers suggestions for collecting in-
formation, a convenient form for recording the data
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and suggestions for its analysis and use. The form illus-
trated in this article ha, been used in a number of public
schools. Teachers have initially feared the expenditure of
time involved in filling out the form, but have learned
that immediate availability of information makes the
enterprise profitable. They have commented that the
study provides a reference pc lint as to "where the class
is- and "where it is going."

The class study cmbines two types of analysis that
have been used by teachers. In one, the teacher collects
and records data about the student which provides a
genuine though limited basis for determining the status
of individuals and classes. In the other, the teacher centers
his interest on the dynamics of the group's interaction.
lie determines with sociometric devices and trained ob-
servation the group situation in which he and the indi-
vidual class members operate. rnfortunately, in focusing
attention up(m the whole group and the individuals as
group members, the tendency has been to neglect the
individuals as individuals.

The combined study allows the teacher to view his
classes from two vantage p(iints. First, he looks at the
individuals and is able to determine for diagnostic pur-
poses the aggregate picture of potentialities and limita-
tions. He then looks at the class as a group, which enables
him to grasp to some degree the relationships through
which these potentialities and limitations are realized.

For the sake of clarity, the class study plan is pre-
sented in two parts: A Study and Composite Picture of
the Individuals of the Class, and, A Study of the Class
as a Group. Though discussed separately, tbe two parts
are not divided in use. (See forms on pages 7 and 8.)

Revised Edition, Copyright 1960 and 1965 by the National Council for the Social Studies.
Price 25 cents per copy. Discounts 2.9 copies, 10%; 10 or more copies, 20%.
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A Composite Picture
A study of a class through its individual members and

organization of a composite picture based on it entails
the collection of four types of information. They are:
general data including the intelligence quotient, chrono-
logical age. social maturity level, and health status: data
related to academic competence: data concerned with
personal perceptions; and data about factors outside
the school which influence students.

Much of these data will come from the tumulative
records. Standardized tests and teacher-made instru-
ments should also be utilized, but their use will depend
partly on the condition of the cumulative records. If
records arc poorly kept and not readily accessible. addi-
tional time and energy will be necessary. However, these
inadequacies. demonstrating as they do the teacher's
need for ready and adequate info; liation, should inspire
rather than discourage the use of a class study, It should
be recognized that while the tools suggested above arc
helpful, continued observation of individual behavior is
of utmost importance in making a class study. After the
data have been charted. they be summarized to
form a composite picture of the class based upon central
tendencies and deviations.

General Data
Intelligence quotients, chronological ages, and indica-

tions of health status are usually readily available in the
cumulative record, but the equally important measures
of social and physical maturity levels will not be on
hand in most cases.

The IQ, especially when more than one test score is
available, can be used in conjunction with other data
to indicate individual and class limits. Most teachers
realize the danger of excessive reliance on the IQ.

Chronological age can shed only very limited light on
the physical and social maturity level of the class. If
the teacher wishes more detailed information he can use
a test such as the Vineland Social Maturity Scale,' or
if he prefers a simpler group test to this thorough indi-
vidual test he may want to use the SK.:1 Youth Invert-
tory:' for children 12 years and elder. Some standard-
ized measures of physical maturity are available, but
most teachers must rely on approximations by ob-
servation. Deviations in health status should be noted,
especially if they are great enough to is lim-
itation of performances or activity. These limitations

rl'inriand Surial Maturity Seale. Birth tn Maturity. Edgar A. I 011.
1Alui Ati,,nal rubli,hrr,.. In, 1,47

ISR.4 Youth inventory, H. H. Remmers, A. J. Drucker, atl,t RtrniamioShintherg. Chicago: Science Research Associates, 1956.

may have an important relationship to individual behav-
ior within the class. For example, a youngster with a
history of rheumatic fever would be placid at a great
disadvantage if he were expected to keep up with the
rest of the class on a field t rip unless the tc.cher took his
condition into consideration in making plans.

Academic Competence

The composite picture of the minimal academic com-
petence of the class includes the knowledge of central
tendencies and extent of deviations in reading level,
language skill, general social studies achievement, work-
study skills and problem-solving ability. Some teachers
want to know the standing of individuals both on stand-
aidized norms and within the class.

(;enerally. data on reading aloi are
;wadable in the cumulative records. If they are missing or
out of date there are many good measures of reading
skills available, among them. the 11 etropolita n Reading
.1(hicve ment Te on the elementary and junior high
school levels and the Coopuratil.,' Rotdine t 'omp.tehen.ti,otr
Tests' for high school. State and citywide tests are often
excellent for the various school levels. For testing lan-
guage skills the Basic Language Skills: /0Wei kz.ery-Pupil
Tests of Basic the California .lehie-,'o lucid Tusls,"
and the Coop, roiyf Ltre/i.ch 1 e7Q1N7 are considered good.
They cover elementary and high school levels respectively.

Involved in measuring overall power and achievement
in the social studies is the measurement of ability to
obtain. organize, and interpret facts as well as the abil-
ity to apply generalizations. :Mtstanding social studies
tests indicating overall social studies ability are to be
found in the batteries int luded in the Tests of Ed-
ucdtionig Dez'ilop,nr.ir and paid, Ti sic 01 Educa-
ti,mat Progress" in audition to batteries already men-
u is

Scores indicating special phases of achievement may
also be recorded in the class study, and some teachers
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like to record the mark each student received in his
previous social studies course. However, the limitations
of the latter as reference should be recognized.

The teacher should keep ill mind that there are many
iit tests available. some of which might tit his particu-
lar needs better than those mentioned above. The Filth
.11r ffigl .11e,tmeentent, 1',,Irl,00ki" provides a full descrip-
tion of all widely used standardized tests. Some teachers
may even prefer to prepare their own test:. Many schools
find it profitable to use all tests from one battery.

Personal Perceptions
Often unit pretests uncover unexpected belief pat-

terns of pupils individually and of the class as a whole.
Teachers, however. need mid-e than fragmentary or cas-
ual knowledge of the beliefs, interests. and educational
vocational goals of their classes. Indeed, it is difficult to
see how the social studies teacher can know his students
and classes and their social studies needs without a
systematically developed picture of their personal per-
ceptions. Teacher-made tests, standardized tests. cumu-
lative record information, and supplementary question-
naires will provide basic information. The Peltier-Durost

s and (. P 1.0111 is among the few atti-
tudes and beliefs measures available in this area.

The 'Order Pre! er,.nce Record l' ++rat jowl( Form 0'
is the most widely used vocational interest test at the
junior :old senior high school levels. As in the case of
the attitudes and beliefs tests, the teacher will find that
the chart will not fully indicate the nature of the infor-
mation unless he develops a key for his own use.

The A ii i r Pre fe retro. Record-- rsonll Form .I'"
brings focus upon the types of socialrelationships a
student prefers, c.c., measures a student's preference fur
participation in group activities, working with ideas, or
directing and influencing others. The information gained
from this inventory can be very helpful when used in
illrljt1110:4,11 either with the vocational inventory or when
given by itself.

The ll'ohon-Gla.s-er Thinkin;; pprdisal" is

designed to measure a student's ability to think critically,
to draw sound inferences from a statement of facts,

to recognize assumptions implied by a statement, and to
reason logically by deduction. This instrument could be
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the basis for a yreater understanding of the student'.
thou ht processes while also e,.tahlkhhiLt an excellent
:ming for (.1:1,, discussions.

teachers may prefer to rely on simple question-
Indies for data on interests and educational-vocational
goals, and use other instruments later when more precise
information is needed.

Primarily. the composite class picture of personal per-
ceptions should answer certain questions. What portions
of the class tend to be prejudiced, tolerant. liberal, con-
servative? What types and levels of prejudice are pres-
ent? What are the dominant interests? What part of
the chc;s is college minded. what part vocational minded?
What deviations are present? As will be seen in the last
section, answers to these questions w..ill be particularly
valuable in teacher planning le p-eparing for pupilteacher
planning.

Extra-School Factors
Since perceptions and academic competencies arc

str(ingly influenced by family and community experience,
the teacher should have a knowledge of the socio-eco-
nomic backgroand of his pupils. Parents' occupations,
student wirk experiences. and minority group member-
ship may offer key information.

Central tendencies and deviations in this area will
he important in the composite picture of the individuals.
From the types of occupations, some ideas related to
family socio-economic status may be inferred. On the
other hand, work experience of students may counteract
these influences as well as confirm them. The member-
ship of portions of the class in minority groups may have
deep-seated effects on individual and class behavior and
outlooks that can be understood only in terms of this
membership.

Use of Individual Data
The teacher is captioned not to overburden himself in

initial enthusiasm for a class study. It is basically a diag-
nostic screening de ;ice. As the teacher becomes convinced
of the value of collecting the data, he can broaden the
scope of the infort fation obtained. A person who is not
familiar with the devices mentioned for studying the
individual should start with a minimum collection of
information. Pius when individual problems develop he
can determine their most obvious causes by a glance at
his chart. Some teacherspresumably those who place
great emphasis on data related to academic competence
or to the change in personal perceptions use the chart
to note the amount of growth in individuals from time
to time.
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The clasF, study has many advantages, and it may take
a certain amount of experience with it on the part Of
the teacher before he is able to utilize all of them within
a single semester.

The Class as a Group

To understand a class, the teacher must );now how
individuals react and influence group situations and how
group situations influence individuals. Recent research
indicates that group interaction exerts a major influence
'in children, that individuals in a group act chiefly as
group members. Great changes take place in behavior
and attitudes independently of individual peference
because the social-emotional need of being accepted is
strong. Individuals striving for behavior that will make
them accepted often turn to conformity.

The study of the dynamics of class interaction helps
the teacher identify cha-acteristi:s of groups, roles plaed
within them, and reasons for group reaction. Many times
reactions are completely c..ttrary to what one might
expect from a study of the individuals comprising the
group. When he under':' .offs the dynamics of his class.
the teacher can weds harmony with groups. and help
them in their oper,O:nn; he can utilize group dynamics
to facilitate ,..arning and to meet individual needs.

The second part of he class study, concerned with
the class as a group, analyzes factors of structure, the
gri int < par! in ,atis'ying individuals' needs. ways in which
the class reacts, and general class atmosphere.

Structure of the Group
l'irst, the ter.cher should be aware that there are nat-

ural groups 'ithin his class. Sometimes they are clear
cut.. t. tither times when there is constant jockeying for
position as individuals try to find where they belong, the
make-up of the group changes rapidly.

It is important to analyze the reasons for certain group
formations. What do the individuals have in common in
each group, and what is the group's general nature? Is
it made up, for example, of "activity hounds.- the i.=,lates
from other groups, the ''good-time Char lies." or the
athletes?

In addition, it is helpful to know to whom the members
look for leadership and acceptance because it is they
who frequently set the trend of group reaction even if
it does not represent a true consensus. These individuals
may be "class stars," students who most often become
the nominal leaders; or they may be "non-stars." ones
who strongly influence the class because of some desirable
(or undesirable) quality or ability.

The isolates should be identified. They are pupils who

are not necessarily disliked or excluded, but IA to be
chosen or sought in group. activity. Their needs are not
being met. anti they can develop into serioits problems.
In some cases the teacher may want to find the rejects
(students who in-... actively excluded and a Dicta by the
other pupils) as well as the is dates.

Several socilmitric devices have been developed bit-
determioin who the members of the various groups are
and their degrees of acceptance. Moreno and Jennings de-
veloped forms of the sociogram for the selection of the
best liked students and the rejects. Most of the ret.ent
writer -. howm yr. suggest eliminating the selection of
reject... Tlw ,.cmictu :'.L.7,0111 a char'
upon which sot itunetric data May be recorded. Some
teachers develop their own sttciometric devicc4 for specific
in formal it tn.

Sint e grout structures may change frequently both in
membership and participation. it is advisably to analyze
them several times during the year.

Sctisfaction of Needs
The group provides an opportunity for satisfying

individual needs. ..spec i,dly those of social acceptance.
status. accomplishment. anti wholesome buy -girl rela-
tionships.

Measurement of the satisfaction of these needs are
approximations only and can be obtained in two ways.
The first is through ibservation of class behavior. Do the
groups provide adequate social and work experiences for
satisfying these needs' If they do not, the individuals
may seek substitute means of satisfaction. The second
is through a comparison of the stated interest.; of the
individuals ano the activities of the group, It is possible
that only the needs of the influential members are being
met.

Group Perceptions and Behavior

It is in the area of attitudes, beliefs, and interests that
the group may vary most widely from the reactions of
its individual members. The teacher can easily spot group
attitudes by observing its actions and decisions. It is

not uncommon for a group made lir. predominantly of
liberal menthers to take conservative stands. Likewise,
individuals display excellent problem-solving ability on
a standardized test and in their solutions of individual
problems: yet, when they work together, they may aban-
don critical thinking for emotional and careless pro-
cedure.

By observation, the teacher can identify these class

- -
'ICON,.V-1. 4AI nth n rogroh. Nlerl fionn,., and

Calii,a ma 1,1 liuzrau, 1959.
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beliefs. attitudes. and problem-solving alulities. He can
use general cla-s discussions. committee projects. or
specially designed, limited problems to observe their
operation. lie might have the groups answer various atti-
tude and belief inventories not compare the results with
individual scores recorded in the first portion of the class
study.

General Class Atmosphere

Over and beyond the identification of /lass structure,
extent of satisfaction of needs, and the nature of group
perception and behavior. the teacher needs to see the
class situation as a wh fit'. This is sometimes described as
the "climate,- the ''tone,'' or the "general atmosphere"
of Lie class.

The teacher can look for certain indicative signs which
tell him whether the individuals are happy to be in the
class: whether they like or resent the teacher; whether
they feel free to speak out or feel they must hold their
opinions to themselves; and whither they take pride in
being class menibers.

Certain indications tell him whether the class is demo-
cratic. authojtari.in or laissez fiire. The extent of pupil
participation in planniii both the content and procedure
of the course. and the degree of responsibility which the
pupils assume for class operation and success an. im-
portant. The frequency with which members feel free
to express minority 1" even radically different opinions is
a meaningful indication.

Teacher observation can be checked, corrected, or ex-
panded by the use of pupil reactif m sheets on which pupils
indicate their own opinions about class "atmosphere.-

The Class Study in Action

Data recorded on the suggested class study form pro-
vides the teacher with a handy reference tool which will
help him spot embryonic problems, meet existent prob-
lems, achieve effective pupil-teacher planning. and eval-
uate the class.

Spotting Embryonic Problems

The teacher can avoid many serious problems by recog-
ni2ing situations vnich an lead to trouble. Perhaps
trouble signs, such as antagonistic behavior, have not yet
appeared. The teacher with the class study in hand can.
in a number of ways. bring about changes that will
forestall these situations. He can look for clear-cut centers
of potential trouble such as that of the isolates and rejects
and by a quick check of the record determine their indi-
vidual problems. Perhaps the social maturity level is

belov that of the other members of the class. Perhaps

because he is lacking in some academic skills, the student
may be a poor committee member. Maybe his socio-
economic level. his point of view, or his membership in
a minority group tends to isolate him from the others.

Or. the teacher may lied that the group situation is
unsatisfactory for all me abers of the class, not just the
isHlate. Certain students may be monopolizing leadership
and (1,minatip,: choices.

Cases of isolation and rejection can be met in several
ways. For instance. the teacher can help the student
improve his academic efficiency. One of the leaders might
even he enlisted to help bring the isolate or reject into
the working group in which he is most likely to succeed.
Future activities may include areas in which the isolate
is especially interested or competent. Maybe the whole
group needs restructuring, or perhaps the class needs to
spend time on specific problems of tolerance. The possi-
ble answers for the many latent problems within a class
are numerous. The right choice depends directly upon
the precision with which the situation is understood.

In addition to the record of isolates and rejects, there
are other less obvious cues. Individual data may reveal
marked deviations in measures of individuals or in indi-
vidual patterns of measures. Group data may indicate
the development of potentially undesirable group situa-
tions.

Meet;ng Existing Problems

Where problems are evident, the class study is an emer-
gency resource. The teacher analyzes the situation as in
the case of embryonic problems, but does not have to
seek initial cues.

Since pressing problems usually demand more direct
action than incipient ones, the teacher must find the
answer that is likely to meet immediate demands yet
avoids creating other problems.

Pupil-Teacher Planning

Perhaps the greatest advantage of a class study is that
it helps the teacher play his proper role in pupil-teacher
planning. This type of planning requires that the teacher
know the potential of the class and his individual pupils,
their limits, and their needs and interests. Above all, he
must understand the forces at work within the class. The
class study provides data whereby these facts can be
known.

Examples may clarify this advantage. Aware of the
real reading level of certain groups, the teacher may guide
them away from tasks where readings are either too
advanced or too unchallenging. Or, recognizing that cer-
tain needs expressed by the members themselves are not
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being met, the teacher may help direct class activities
toward fulfilling them. Seeing the emergence of groups
and leaders who seek tc- dominate class direction, the
teacher may lend support to goals sought by others in
the class.

Even if class and teacher are already doing a successful
job of planning, the teacher with a class study is better
prepared to carry nut his responsibilities.

Evaluation

Finally, the class study provides an excellent reference
point against which individual and class growth can be
evaluated. The teacher can judge whether there has been
growth in basic and social studies skills, in attitudes and
beliefs, in problem-solving and critical thinking skills
and attitudes, and in the level of group operation. Thus
the total progress picture can be judged in a more inclusive
manner.

What's more, the class study is meaningful in teacher
self - evaluation. The teacher titres not hold himself re-
sponsible for growth beyond the individual and particular
class capabilities. On the other hand, he does not allow
himself to accept a lower level of performance than his
knowledge of the class anti its members should lead
him to expect.
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5. Do, s the class or grou p prenide for satisfactory accont plishment experiences? (Note exceptions. listing stu-
dent names and unmet. needed experiences.)
a. Are individuals allowed to work at things they like or need to do?
b. Do individuals have frequent chances for success?
c. is provision made for understanding failures?
d. Do the groups use proper problem-solving approaches?
Dors thr (lass arid its groups provide for satisfactory social experiences? (Note and indentify exceptions.)
a. Do individuals and groups mix freely?
h. D. boys and girls work together on common problems and interests?

A Study of the Class as a Group

STRUCTURE OF THE GROUP

1. Clear-eut groups
grout) membership

description of group

2 hooftr d rrr ro jrr trd bers : brief statement of possible reason (s) for isolation or rejection
minus

.3. Class "stars": brief statement of possible reason ts ) for popularity
names

a. I pi f !tient "non-star.:":
names

brief statement of possible reason (s) for influence

SATISFACTION OF THE NEEDS

ry

GROUP PERCEPTIONS AND
BEHAVIOR

7. Doe: the class maintain high standards of per, ormance ? Give examples as to quantity and quality of accom-
plishment with which it is satisfied. the nature of its immediate or long-range goals. etc.

8. IV hat are the dominant beliefs and attitudes? (Note these by observation or results of beliefs tests and atti-
tudes tests. I

IGENERAL CLASS ATMOSPHERE

4. Is the clasS out korit arian or democratic! (Locate it on the continuum.)
decisions and activities
determined by teacher

decisions and activities
by pupil-teach:7 planning

W. Does freedom of expression exist? (Locate class on continuum.)
pupils fear
to disagree

complete freedom for
differing opinions

11. Does a feeling of -ohesiveness exist! (Check "yes" or "no.' columns.)
Yes No

Do pupils exhibit pride in the class and seem at home in class situation?
Do small groups gather informally after class?
Do pupils plan out-of-class functions for the whole class?
I)o pupils speak favorably about the class to outsiders?
I)o pupils make efforts to improve the situation when the class does not seem to be progress-
ing very well?


